
 
 
 

 
 

PURCHASE CONTRACT No.: 184/OVZ/PJ/2021 
 
 
CONTRACTING PARTIES: 
 
BUYER:   PALACKÝ UNIVERSITY IN OLOMOUC 
Public university established by Act. No. 111/1998 Coll., on Higher Education Institutions and 
on Amendments to Certain Acts (Act on Higher Education Institutions), as amended 
Office:    Křížkovského 511/8, 771 47 Olomouc, Czech Republic 
Rector:   prof. MUDr. Martin Procházka, Ph.D. 
Person authorized to act 
in technical matters: 
  
  
Ident. no.:   61989592 
Tax Ident. no.:   CZ61989592 
Bank contact:   

International Bank Account No. (IBAN): 
 

(hereinafter referred to as „Buyer”) 
 
and 
 
SELLER:    SCHOELLER INSTRUMENTS, s.r.o. 
Office:     Vídeňská 1398/124, 148 00 Praha 4 
Registration in Companies Register: Městský soud v Praze, spis. zn. C46662 
Statutory body:   Ing. Pavel Břicháček, RNDr. Petr Mančal, jednatelé 
Person authorized to act 
in contractual matters:  
Person authorized to act 
in technical matters:   
Ident. no.:    25065939 
Tax Ident. no.:   CZ25065939 
Bank contact:    
Account no.:    
(hereinafter referred to as “Seller”) 
 
are closing on the bellow stated day, month and year according to provision of Section 2079  



 
 
 

et seq. of the Act no. 89/2012 Coll., Civil Code, as amended, this purchase contract (hereinafter 
referred to as “Contract”), in the framework of the project: Modernization of the National 
Infrastructure for Chemical Biology“, reg. nr. CZ.02.1.01/0.0/0.0/18_046/0016118, within 
Operational Programme Research, Development and Education. 
 
The Buyer and the Seller enter into this contract due to the fact, that the Seller's offer was 
selected by the Buyer in the tender procedure entitled "Institute of Molecular and 
Translational Medicine – Restore of robotic platform for HTS/HCA  - LOT D" as the most 
suitable offer. 
 
I. Subject of the fulfillment 
 
1. The Seller undertakes, under this contract, to deliver to the Buyer Automatic and flexibile 
pipetting platform, (hereinafter referred to as the “Goods”) in type, quantity, quality and 
design according to specification, that is an integral part of this Contract as its Annex No. 1. 
The Seller is not entitled to deliver goods in larger quantity as stated in Section 2093 of the 
Civil Code. Both parties to this contract agreed that Section 2099 subsection (2) of the Civil 
Code will not be applied. 
2. The Seller hereby undertakes to surrender the Goods specified in Annex no. 1 to this 
Contract to the Buyer and allow him to acquire property rights to it, carry out the installation of 
the goods, provide the training to the Buyer´s staff by qualified worker, provide the warranty 
service under the conditions stipulated by this contract. 
3. The Buyer agrees to take over the Goods and pay the seller the purchase price in the way 
and in time agreed to in this Contract.  
4. Part of the delivery of the subject of the Contract is transport and delivery of legal documents. 
5. The Seller declares pursuant to Section 2103 Civil Code, that the Goods is without any faults 
or defects.  
6. The Goods shall be fully functional, new, not refurbished, without any additional costs or 
expenditures necessary to be paid by the Buyer.  
 
 
II. Term and place of delivery 
 
1. The Seller undertakes to deliver and install the goods at the place of delivery, including the 
delivery of all legal documents to the goods, the execution of all tests verifying compliance with 
technical parameters given in this contract, the training of the Buyer's staff by a qualified 
employee within the scope of Article V paragraph 2 of this Contract, no later than 120 days 
after the effective date of this Contract.  
 
2. Place of delivery: Institute of Molecuar and Translation Medicine, Faculty of Medicine and 
Dentistry, Palacký Univerzity Olomouc, Hněvotínská 1333/5, 779 00 Olomouc, Czech 



 
 
 

Republic. Person authorised to take over the delivery on the basis of a handover protocol: 
 or a person authorised by him/her to take over the goods. 

 
3. Both parties agreed, that Section 2126 and Section 2127 Civil Code on self-help sale will be 
excluded and thus shall not be applicable in the case of delay in take-over of the Goods by the 
Buyer. 
 
III.      Purchase price 
 
1. The purchase price is set by an agreement of the contracting parties in the amount of 
537 736,00 EUR without VAT. 
 
2. The purchase price covers all the costs related to the supply of the goods (in particular the 
transport to the place of delivery, insurance, customs duties, fees, licence fees and copyrights, 
installation and arranging for training, delivery of all legal documents to the goods, the warranty 
service).   
  
3. The purchase price is set as a fixed price, the highest acceptable and maximal, covering all 
the costs related to the supply of the goods. The purchase price may be modified only on the 
condition that the VAT rate changes after the conclusion of the present contract. 
 
4. The Seller takes the responsibility for the fact, that the VAT rate at the time of invoicing is 
stipulated in compliance with the legislation. 
 
 
IV.  Payment terms 
 
1. Payment for the delivery of the Goods shall be made on the basis of a duly issued tax 
document (invoice), including all the requisites, within the due date of 30 calendar days from 
the date of the provable delivery to the Buyer. The invoice will be issued by the Seller at the 
earliest after delivery of the Goods, its proper and complete installation, delivery of legal 
documents, performance of all tests verifying compliance with technical parameters given by 
this Agreement, initial basic operator training within the scope of Article V. paragraph 2 of this 
Agreement, which will be confirmed by a written protocol on the delivery and installation of the 
Goods. Proof of the proper fulfillment of the obligations stated in the previous sentence by the 
Seller is a written dated handover protocol provided with the signatures of the authorized 
persons of both contracting parties to act in technical matters. 
 
2. Each invoice issued by the Seller must include all tax document prerequisites in accordance 
with Act No. 235/2004 Coll. on value added tax as amended and the prerequisites of a 
commercial deed pursuant to Section 435 of the Civil Code as well as identification of the 



 
 
 

contract, on the basis of which the fulfilment has been provided. The Seller shall affix the 
invoice with the stamp and signature of the person authorised to issue the invoice. Each invoice 
issued will bear the number of this contract, and name and number of the project. 
 
3. If any invoice issued by the Seller does not contain any of the obligatory particulars or if the 
Seller incorrectly invoices the price or the VAT, the Buyer is entitled to return such invoice to 
the Seller before the expiration of its maturity date for the correction, stating the reason of its 
returning. The Seller shall correct it by issuing a new invoice. The initial maturity date stops 
running on the day of sending the incorrect invoice to the Seller and a new maturity day starts 
running on the day of the delivery of a new invoice to the Buyer. 
 
4. The contracting parties agree that the obligation to pay the purchase price is fulfilled on the 
day when the given sum is sent from the Buyer’s account to the Seller’s account given above 
in this contract. 
 
5. The Seller shall ensure proper and timely fulfillment of financial obligations to its 
subcontractors, where proper and timely fulfillment is considered full payment of invoices 
issued by the subcontractor for performances provided to the seller to fulfill obligations under 
the contract, always no later than 30 days after receiving payment from the Buyer for specific 
performance (if the due date of the invoice issued by the subcontractor has not occurred 
before). The Seller undertakes to transfer the same obligation to other levels of the supply 
chain and to oblige its subcontractors to fulfill and spread this obligation also to lower levels of 
the supply chain. The Buyer is entitled to request the submission of documents on payments 
made to subcontractors and contracts concluded between the Seller and subcontractors. 
Failure to fulfill the obligations of the Seller under this agreement of the contract is considered 
a material breach of contract with the possibility of withdrawal by the Buyer from this contract. 
Withdrawal from this contract is in such a case effective by delivery of a written notice of 
withdrawal from the contract to the other party. 
 
V.         Installation and training of the staff 
 
1. As part of the installation of the goods at the place of delivery, the Seller is obliged to prove, 
but not exclusively, the full functionality and fulfillment of all the parameters of the goods in 
accordance with the offer of the Seller, which will form an integral part of the contract (Annex 
No. 1 of the contract). 
 
2. The Seller undertakes to provide basic operator training, which is a condition for the due 
handover and reception of the device within the following scope:  

• The basic training of the Buyer´s staff ono how to operate the delivered goods, for at 
least 3 Buyer´s employees, in scope of at least one day, 8 hours. The training must be 
led by qualified service technician or application specialist.  



 
 
 

 
3. All trainings shall take place at the place, where delivered goods have been installed, unless 
agreed otherwise in writing by the persons authorised by the contracting parties to act in 
technical matters. Precise dates of the respective trainings shall be agreed in a sufficient 
advance by the person authorised by the buyer to act in technical matters. All the costs related 
with the above-mentioned trainings (including the stay of service technicians, application 
specialists or specialists of the Contracting Authority´s of the accessories) are paid for by the 
Seller.  
 
 
VI. The Seller´s responsibility for defects 
 
1. The seller provides a quality guarantee for the goods according to § 2113 et seq. Act No. 
89/2012 Coll., Civil Code, as amended, for a period of 12 months from the date of signing the 
handover protocol pursuant to Article IV. paragraph 1 of this Contract. 
 
2.  Seller guarantees promptness of service in the warranty period, ie. travel to the place of 
installation, conducting detection of defects and discussing the necessary service operations 
with person authorized by the Buyer to act in technical matters, during warranty period no later 
than within 10 working days from the day of report of the defect, by visit from service technician. 
During the warranty period, the respective defects shall be removed within 30 working days at 
the latest after the day of the start of the defect removal, unless otherwise agreed in writing by 
persons authorized by contracting parties to act in technical matters. The seller is obliged to 
provide repairs in the place of delivery, shall that be technically impossible, seller shall take 
over the „faulty part“ of the goods in order to repair it after signing a written protocol, stating 
suggested procedure agreed by the person authorised to act in technical matters for the 
contracting person. The contracting parties have agreed that § 2110 Civil Code shall not apply; 
the buyer is therefore entitled to withdraw from the contract for defects or demand the delivery 
of new goods, regardless of whether he can return the goods, or return them in the condition 
in which they were received. 
 
3. Seller also undertakes to perform free full service of the delivered equipment and of control 
and evaluation software, including updates and staff training and regular service inspections 
prescribed by the manufacturer of the delivered equipment for the entire guarantee period, 
including all necessary spare parts (free warranty service of delivered goods). Seller further 
undertakes to provide unlimited and free remote diagnostics and service of the device through 
remote access and connection to the device. The costs of performing a full guaranty service 
of the delivered goods form part of the Seller 's offer price. During the warranty period, the 
seller is obliged to ensure at his own expense all legal inspections of goods. 
 
 VII.       Affirmation of commitment 



 
 
 

 
1. The Contracting Parties shall, in the event of a breach of the contractual obligation, 
agree on contractual penalties in the form provided for in the following paragraphs of the 
Contract. Neither contractual Contracting Party considers that the contractual penalties are 
disproportionate in relation to the value of the individual contractual obligations. 

 
2. The Seller undertakes to pay the Buyer a contractual penalty in the amount of EUR 500,00 
for each commenced day of delay with the contractually set delivery date as per Article II. 
paragraph 1 of this Agreement.  
 
3. The seller undertakes to pay the buyer a contractual penalty of EUR 300,00 for each, even 
commenced day after the expiration of the period for embarkation on repair or repair during 
the warranty period in accordance with Article VI. of this Agreement, for each individual case. 
 
4. The contracting parties have agreed that § 2050 of the Civil Code shall not apply, ie that 
contractual penalties are not included in the compensation for any damage incurred, which 
can be enforced separately in full in addition to the contractual penalty. 
 
5. The maturity date of the charged contractual penalties is 30 days from the day of delivery of 
their written statement to the given contracting party and the day of payment means the day 
of debiting the contractual penalty amount from the account of the given contracting party to 
the account mentioned in the statement of the contractual penalty. 

 
6. The parties have expressly agreed that the buyer is entitled to offset against any buyer's 
claim both for the buyer and for the buyer, any claim against the seller, even overdue. 
Receivables from the buyer and the seller are canceled with the offsetting of the amount in 
which they overlap, and these effects occur as soon as the buyer delivers the statement of 
offsetting to the seller. 
 
VIII.         Final provisions 
 
1. With respect to the provision of section 2, letter e) of Act no. 320/2001 Coll. on the Financial 
Inspection in Public Administration, as amended, the Seller is a person obliged to cooperate 
during the performance of the financial inspection. These Seller’s obligations also apply to his 
contractual partners involved in the fulfillment of this contract. 
 
2.  The Seller undertakes to ensure the legal employment of persons in the performance of 
this contract and to ensure fair and decent working conditions for the employees participating 
in the performance of the contract. Fair and decent working conditions are those working 
conditions that meet at least the minimum standards set by labor and wage regulations. The 
Seller is obliged to ensure compliance with the requirements of this provision of the contract 



 
 
 

with its subcontractors. Failure to fulfill the obligations of the Seller under this agreement of the 
contract is considered a material breach of contract with the possibility of withdrawal by the 
Buyer from this contract. Withdrawal from this contract is in such a case effective by delivery 
of a written notice of withdrawal from the contract to the other party. 
 
3.  The Buyer reserves the right to publish the contents of the concluded Purchase Contract. 
 
4. This Agreement is governed by the Civil Code and the legal order of the Czech Republic in 
matters not expressly regulated in it. 
 
5. The provisions of this contract are separable. If any part of an obligation under this contract 
is or becomes invalid or non-enforceable, this shall not affect the validity and the enforcement 
of other obligations under this contract and the contracting parties undertake to replace such 
invalid or non-enforceable part of obligation with a new, valid and enforceable part of the 
obligation, the subject of which will correspond at the best to the subject of the original 
obligation. If the contract does not contain a provision which would be justifiable for the 
determination of the rights and obligations, the contracting parties will make all the efforts to 
implement such provision in the contract. 
 
6. The contracting parties may modify or amend this contract only in the form of written 
amendments numbered in the increasing order, expressly declared as amendments to this 
contract and signed by the authorized representatives of the contracting parties. 
 
7. The Buyer is entitled in accordance with § Section 2001 of Act No. 89/2012 Coll., the Civil 
Code, as amended, to withdraw from this contract in following cases: 

• delay of the seller with the delivery of goods longer than 10 days, 
• non-compliance with the technical specifications of the goods stated in the seller's 
offer, 
• the seller's delay in starting to eliminate defects by more than ten days, 
• in the event that the provision of subsidy funds drawn for the implementation of the 
subject of the contract from the relevant project will be suspended or terminated, 
• in the event that the expenses that should be incurred on the basis of this contract will 
be marked by the provider of subsidy funds or another authorized administrative body 
as ineligible to be reimbursed from the project subsidy funds 

 
The withdrawal from the contract shall be made in a written form and becomes effective on the 
day of the delivery of the written notice to the other contracting party.  
 
8. The Seller is not entitled to cede his rights and obligations under this contract to a third 
person without the Buyer’s approval.  
 



 
 
 

9. With regard to the delivery of items relating to the performance of this Agreement sent by 
the Seller using the postal service provider, § 573 of the Civil Code shall not apply 
 
10. The Seller acknowledges that this Contract, including all its Annexes, is subject to 
mandatory disclosure under Act No. 340/2015 Coll., on special conditions of effectiveness of 
certain contracts, publication of these contracts and on the register of contracts, as amended. 
 
11. This Contract shall enter into force on the date of its signature by the last Participant of this 
Contract and effective as of the date of publication of this Contract in the register of contracts 
pursuant to Act No. 340/2015 Coll., on special conditions of effectiveness of certain contracts, 
publication of these contracts and on the register of contracts, as amended. 
 
12. This Purchase Contract is signed electronically. 
 
13. Seller acknowledges, that Buyer is obliged to abide to publicity requirements within 
structural funds programs, set by European Parliament regulation No. 1303/2013 and publicity 
rules within OP VVV, on all relevant documents related to the subject of this Contract, in all 
amendments to this Contract and other documents related to the public tender, from this 
Contract came up and in this context Seller commits to provide necessary cooperation to the 
Buyer, that can be fairly demanded. 
 
14. Seller hereby obliges, that all subjects authorized to conduct control of the project, by 
means of which the subject of this Contract is paid, will be allowed to carry out control of 
documents related to this subject, during period set by legislation of Czech republic for their 
archivation (Act No. 563/1991 Coll., on accountancy, in its effective form and Act No. 235/2004 
Coll., on value added tax, in its effective form). All outcomes of the contractual relations, where 
Buyer specifies it, must contain publicity features, in scope of headers of this Contract, unless 
specified otherwise by Buyer. EU logo, logo of Operational Programme Research, 
Development and Education (hereinafter reffered to as „OP RDE“), as requested by Buyer. 
Buyer is obliged to provide documents containing correct form of every logo. 
 
15. Seller is obliged to keep all documentation related to subject of this Contract in accordance 
with the OP RDE rules for at least 2 years from the date of presenting financial statements of 
OP RDE according to Sect. 140 of European Parliament and Council regulation No. 
1303/2013, ie at least until 31. 12. 2033, unless czech legal system specifies longer period. 
Managing authority of OP RDE, or by it authorized subjects (or other control subjects according 
to actual legislation) shall have access to these documents upon request. 
 



16. The following Annexes form an integral part of this Purchase Contract:
Annex 1 – Seller’s offer dated 15.4. 2021.

In Olomouc   05.08.2021 In Prague    11.08.2021 

……………………………… …………………………………… 
prof. MUDr. Martin Procházka, Ph.D. Ing. Pavel Břicháček, statutory body 
rector of Palacký University in Olomouc SCHOELLER INSTRUMENTS, s.r.o. 



Doplnění nabídky, příloha KS 21238 PB FLUENT_2, ceny celkem v eur po položkách 

30042021 INSTRUMENT FLUENT 780 BASE UNIT  29 132 

30042022 DOOR FRONT FULL FLUENT 780  1805 

30042664 SET LOCK DOOR INSTR. FLUENT  363 

30042581 SET PANEL BASE FLUENT 780  1012 

30042200 ARM FLUENT FLEXIBLE CHANNEL 8 CHA.AIR  47039 

30042189 CART DISPOSABLE TIP WASTE  1110 

30042400 ARM FLUENT ROBOTIC GRIPPER STD.Z REG.  23037 

30042430 SET FINGER REGULAR MP ECCENTRIC  518 

30042350 ARM FLUENT MULTIPLE CHANNEL 384  78202 

30032060 ADAPTER COMBO 384 DITI MCA384  5665 

30032062 ADAPTER EXT. VOL 96 MCA96 DITI MCA384  10370 

30032027 RACK ADAPTER MCA384 (5ks) 1510 

30042743 SEGMENT SYSTEM BASE MCA FLUENT  1200 

30042451 STATION DOCKING FCA GRIPPER  552 

30042715 SEGMENT DECK EXTENSION BACK 20 GRIDS (3ks) 2353 

30042711 SEGMENT DECK SIDE WALL RIGHT 87MM  389 

30042711 SEGMENT DECK SIDE WALL RIGHT 87MM  389 

30042001 SOFTWARE FLUENT GX ASSURANCE  8700 

30042742 SEGMENT MCA 384 DITI ACTIVE LANDSCAPE 2  3314 

30042025 CABINET STANDARD 780  6122 

30042521 SEGMENT TROUGH 8*100ML  830 

30042741 SEGMENT NEST FCA DITI TRAY 4 WASTE THRU  1775 

30042725 SEGMENT NEST 7MM LANDSCAPE 6  1338 

30042767 RUNNER TUBE 16MM 6*16  1060 

30042780 NEST MP/DITI 7MM  80 

30042781 NEST MP/DITI 61MM  80 

30042771 RUNNER TUBE FALCON 50ML 1*10  986 

30042769 RUNNER TUBE EPPENDORF 1.5-2ML 1*24  719 

30042724 SEGMENT NEST 61MM LANDSCAPE 6 (2ks) 2743 

30042701 SEGMENT DECK 6 GRIDS (2ks) 1076 

30042254 SEGMENT WASTE THRU TROUGH8x100ML  1430 

30042742 SEGMENT MCA 384 DITI ACTIVE LANDSCAPE 2 3315 

30181008 SW INTROSPECT POS  45 

30032028 WASHBLOCK MCA384  3247 

30032025 OPTION WASHSTATION ASSY MCA384  7807 

30032064 ADAPTER +384 FIXED TIPS LC MCA 384 UNCOATE  12755 

30032065 ADAPTER +384 FIXED TIPS SC MCA 384 8130 

 

PC 1500 

 
 

 Cena celkem včetně dopravy a instalace 271 698 eur + DPH 

  

 

 

 

 



 

30042021 INSTRUMENT FLUENT 780 BASE UNIT  29 132 

30042022 DOOR FRONT FULL FLUENT 780  1805 

30042664 SET LOCK DOOR INSTR. FLUENT  363 

30042581 SET PANEL BASE FLUENT 780  1012 

30042200 ARM FLUENT FLEXIBLE CHANNEL 8 CHA.AIR  47039 

30042189 CART DISPOSABLE TIP WASTE  1110 

30042400 ARM FLUENT ROBOTIC GRIPPER STD.Z REG.  23037 

30042430 SET FINGER REGULAR MP ECCENTRIC  518 

30042350 ARM FLUENT MULTIPLE CHANNEL 384  78202 

30032060 ADAPTER COMBO 384 DITI MCA384  5665 

30032062 ADAPTER EXT. VOL 96 MCA96 DITI MCA384  10370 

30032027 RACK ADAPTER MCA384 (2 ks) 604 

30042743 SEGMENT SYSTEM BASE MCA FLUENT  1200 

30042450 SET FINGERS FCA GRIPPER CENTRIC                570 
30042715 SEGMENT DECK EXTENSION BACK 20 GRIDS (3 ks) 2353 
30042711 SEGMENT DECK SIDE WALL RIGHT 87MM  389 

30042571 PANEL SIDE BLANK FLUENT  260 
30042001 SOFTWARE FLUENT GX ASSURANCE  8700 
30032026 NEST SBS MCA384 SYSTEM CARRIER  290 
30042742 SEGMENT MCA 384 DITI ACTIVE LANDSCAPE 2  3314 

30042025 CABINET STANDARD 780  6122 

30042521 SEGMENT TROUGH 8*100ML  830 
30042741 SEGMENT NEST FCA DITI TRAY 4 WASTE THRU  1775 
30042725 SEGMENT NEST 7MM LANDSCAPE 6  1338 

30042767 RUNNER TUBE 16MM 6*16  1060 

30042780 NEST MP/DITI 7MM  80 
30042781 NEST MP/DITI 61MM  80 
30042771 RUNNER TUBE FALCON 50ML 1*10  986 
30042769 RUNNER TUBE EPPENDORF 1.5-2ML 1*24  719 

30042724 SEGMENT NEST 61MM LANDSCAPE 6  2743 

30042701 SEGMENT DECK 6 GRIDS (2 ks) 1076 

30042254 SEGMENT WASTE THRU TROUGH8x100ML  1430 

30053221 
POSITION CPAC ULTRAFLAT COOLING/HEATING 
(2ks) 4400 

30091018 PLATE MOUNTING INHECO CPAC 3 POS  170 

30053209 CONTROLLER MULTI TEC CPAC / SHAKER EU  2700 

30042707 SEGMENT DECK 8 GRIDS FREEDOM EVO PIN  510 

30127732 SHAKER QINSTR BIOSHAKE 3000-T ELM (4ks) 13851 

30126013 SEGMENT DECK 6 GRIDS MULTI  678 

30046963 SW DRIVER CENTRALISED  1380 

30127737 BLOCK ADAPTER PLATE QINSTR 2016 FLAT (4 ks) 1420 

30181008 SW INTROSPECT POS  45 

30040380 GRIPPER ECCENTRIC ROMA ASSY  1575 

30032028 WASHBLOCK MCA384  3247 

30042451 STATION DOCKING FCA FRIPPER 390 

 

PC 1500 
Cena celkem včetně dopravy a instalace 266 038 eur + DPH 



SCHOELLER INSTRUMENTS, s. r. o. 

Prodej a servis laboratorní techniky 

Vídeňská 1398/124, 148 00 Praha 4, Česká republika, Telefon: +4 www.instruments.cz,
IČO: 250 65 939, DIČ: CZ250 65 939, bankovní spojení: 

registrace v OR vedeného Městským soudem v Praze oddíl C, vložka 46662 

 
Institute of Molecular and Translational Medicine 
                                                                                                                         V Praze dne 15. 4. 2021 

 
 

Cenová nabídka č. 21238 
 (uveďte prosím v případné objednávce) 

 
LOT D Automatic and flexibile pipetting platform 

 
Cenová nabídka 
2x pipetovací platforma Fluent 780 (Tecan)  
šířka 165 cm, hloubka v rozmezí 78,5 cm 
kapacita 48 SBS objektů (MTP, tip box) 
 
Základní konfigurace pro obě linky:  
 
Flexibilní 8mi kanálové rameno (FCA) pipetovací (AIR) s integrovaným gripperem 
- Jednotlivé kanály mají flexibilní rozteč v horizontální rovině a nezávislý pohyb jednotlivých kanálů ve 
vertikální rovině - umožňuje pipetování od jedné do osmi zkumavek o nestejné hladině kapaliny a poté 
synchronizaci pipetování do desek na stejné úrovni. 
- Systém detekuje hladinu kapaliny pomocí vodivých špiček. 
- Pipetovací systém Air LiHa (vzduchový systém) bez systámové kapaliny s přesností pipetování v rozmezí 1-
1000 μl s přesností pipetování pod 5% variačního koeficientu (CV). 
- Každý kanál flexibilního pipetovacího ramene je vybaven vyměnitelnými filtry a možností použití špiček s 
filtry jako dvojité ochrany proti kontaminaci. 
 
Multiple arm MCA pipetovací rameno 384 s hlavou 96 a 384 včetně SET ADAPTER COMBO 384 a EVA 96 
pro špičky 
- k nabírání špiček pro celou hlavu nebo samostatně pro sloupce nebo řady 
- obě linky jsou vybaveny výměnnými adaptéry pipetovací hlavy pro špičky  
Adaptér pro 96 špiček (extended volume) v pipetovacím rozsahu 1 - 500 μl (50, 100, 150, 200, 500 μl) 
Adaptér pro 384 špiček v pipetovací oblasti 1 - 125 μl (15, 50, 125 μl) 
- Systém musí umožňuje pipetování do destiček 384/1536 jamek s přesností pipetování pod 5% CV  
 
Robotic gripper arm manipulační rameno 
Samostatné robotické manipulační rameno pro manipulaci s laboratorním plastem ve formátu SBS 
Systém může zvolit optimální pohyb ramen ve skriptu (systém Tecan PathFinder)   
 
Příslušenství: 
Stojánky pro MTP (5x) 
Stojánek pro 16 zkumavek 16mm průměr 
Stojánek pro 10 zkumavek (Falcon 50ML) 
Stojánek pro 24 epp 1,5/2ML 
Stojánek pro vaničky 100 ml se vstupem 8CH 
Stojánek pro SBS a nested špičky (špičky v sobě) 
Promývací stanice pro MCA,  waste pro špičky  
 
Konfigurace pro jednotlivé linky navíc:  
 
MCA adaptéry s pevnými jehlami pro MCA rameno pro jeden pipetovací systém. 
ADAPTER+384 FIXED TIPS SC MCA384  384 jehel, max. 125μl s přesností CV <8%. 
ADAPTER+384 FIXED TIPS LC MCA384 UNCOATE 384 jehel, max. 15μl s přesností CV <8%. 
ADAPTER+96 FIXED TIPS SC MCA384 96 jehel, max. 15 μl s přesností CV <8%. 



SCHOELLER INSTRUMENTS, s. r. o. 

Prodej a servis laboratorní techniky 
  

Vídeňská 1398/124, 148 00 Praha 4, Česká republika, Telefon: + www.instruments.cz,
IČO: 250 65 939, DIČ: CZ250 65 939, bankovní spojení:

registrace v OR vedeného Městským soudem v Praze oddíl C, vložka 46662 

 

Pozice třepané a temperované u jedné pipetovací platformy  
- 2x   Inheco CPAC chlazená/vyhřívaná pozice (+4 až 95 ° C) 
- 4x   Q Instruments shaker s temperací BIOSHAKE3000-T ELM (frekvence třepání do 3000 ot / min, 
temperování při různých laboratorních teplotách do 100 ° C) s adaptéry pro mikrotitrační destičky. 
 
Sestava s 5ti MCA adaptery (2pro špičky, 3 s fixními jehlami) 
 

 
CM FLUENT  

 
30042021 INSTRUMENT FLUENT 780 BASE UNIT  1 

30042022 DOOR FRONT FULL FLUENT 780  1 

30042664 SET LOCK DOOR INSTR. FLUENT  1 

30042581 SET PANEL BASE FLUENT 780  1 

30042200 ARM FLUENT FLEXIBLE CHANNEL 8 CHA.AIR  1 

30042189 CART DISPOSABLE TIP WASTE  1 

30042400 ARM FLUENT ROBOTIC GRIPPER STD.Z REG.  1 

30042430 SET FINGER REGULAR MP ECCENTRIC  1 

30042350 ARM FLUENT MULTIPLE CHANNEL 384  1 

30032060 ADAPTER COMBO 384 DITI MCA384  1 

30032062 ADAPTER EXT. VOL 96 MCA96 DITI MCA384  1 

30032027 RACK ADAPTER MCA384  5 

30042743 SEGMENT SYSTEM BASE MCA FLUENT  2 

30042451 STATION DOCKING FCA GRIPPER  1 

30042715 SEGMENT DECK EXTENSION BACK 20 GRIDS  3 

30042711 SEGMENT DECK SIDE WALL RIGHT 87MM  1 

30042711 SEGMENT DECK SIDE WALL RIGHT 87MM  1 

30042001 SOFTWARE FLUENT GX ASSURANCE  1 

30042742 SEGMENT MCA 384 DITI ACTIVE LANDSCAPE 2  1 

30042025 CABINET STANDARD 780  1 

30042521 SEGMENT TROUGH 8*100ML  1 

30042741 SEGMENT NEST FCA DITI TRAY 4 WASTE THRU  1 

30042725 SEGMENT NEST 7MM LANDSCAPE 6  1 

30042767 RUNNER TUBE 16MM 6*16  1 

30042780 NEST MP/DITI 7MM  1 

30042781 NEST MP/DITI 61MM  1 

30042771 RUNNER TUBE FALCON 50ML 1*10  1 

30042769 RUNNER TUBE EPPENDORF 1.5-2ML 1*24  1 

30042724 SEGMENT NEST 61MM LANDSCAPE 6  2 

30042701 SEGMENT DECK 6 GRIDS  2 

30042254 SEGMENT WASTE THRU TROUGH8x100ML  1 

30042742 SEGMENT MCA 384 DITI ACTIVE LANDSCAPE 2 1 

30181008 SW INTROSPECT POS  1 

30032028 WASHBLOCK MCA384  1 

30032025 OPTION WASHSTATION ASSY MCA384  1 

30032064 ADAPTER +384 FIXED TIPS LC MCA 384 UNCOATE  1 

30032065 ADAPTER +384 FIXED TIPS SC MCA 384 1 

30032067 ADAPTER+96 FIXED TIPS SC MCA384 1 

 Ovládací PC              1 

                 
Cena celkem včetně dopravy a instalace 271 698 eur + DPH 

pavel.brichacek
Zvýraznění
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Sestava se 4x Bioshake, 2x CPAC a dvěma MCA adaptery pro špičky  
 

 
CM FLUENT  

 
30042021 INSTRUMENT FLUENT 780 BASE UNIT  1 

30042022 DOOR FRONT FULL FLUENT 780  1 

30042664 SET LOCK DOOR INSTR. FLUENT  1 

30042581 SET PANEL BASE FLUENT 780  1 

30042200 ARM FLUENT FLEXIBLE CHANNEL 8 CHA.AIR  1 

30042189 CART DISPOSABLE TIP WASTE  1 

30042400 ARM FLUENT ROBOTIC GRIPPER STD.Z REG.  1 

30042430 SET FINGER REGULAR MP ECCENTRIC  1 

30042350 ARM FLUENT MULTIPLE CHANNEL 384  1 

30032060 ADAPTER COMBO 384 DITI MCA384  1 

30032062 ADAPTER EXT. VOL 96 MCA96 DITI MCA384  1 

30032027 RACK ADAPTER MCA384  2 

30042743 SEGMENT SYSTEM BASE MCA FLUENT  1 

30042450 SET FINGERS FCA GRIPPER CENTRIC                1 

30042715 SEGMENT DECK EXTENSION BACK 20 GRIDS  3 

30042711 SEGMENT DECK SIDE WALL RIGHT 87MM  1 

30042571 PANEL SIDE BLANK FLUENT  1 

30042001 SOFTWARE FLUENT GX ASSURANCE  1 

30032026 NEST SBS MCA384 SYSTEM CARRIER  1 

30042742 SEGMENT MCA 384 DITI ACTIVE LANDSCAPE 2  1 

30042025 CABINET STANDARD 780  1 

30042521 SEGMENT TROUGH 8*100ML  1 

30042741 SEGMENT NEST FCA DITI TRAY 4 WASTE THRU  1 

30042725 SEGMENT NEST 7MM LANDSCAPE 6  1 

30042767 RUNNER TUBE 16MM 6*16  1 

30042780 NEST MP/DITI 7MM  1 

30042781 NEST MP/DITI 61MM  1 

30042771 RUNNER TUBE FALCON 50ML 1*10  1 

30042769 RUNNER TUBE EPPENDORF 1.5-2ML 1*24  1 

30042724 SEGMENT NEST 61MM LANDSCAPE 6  1 

30042701 SEGMENT DECK 6 GRIDS  2 

30042254 SEGMENT WASTE THRU TROUGH8x100ML  1 

30053221 POSITION CPAC ULTRAFLAT COOLING/HEATING  2 

30091018 PLATE MOUNTING INHECO CPAC 3 POS  1 

30053209 CONTROLLER MULTI TEC CPAC / SHAKER EU  1 

30042707 SEGMENT DECK 8 GRIDS FREEDOM EVO PIN  1 

30127732 SHAKER QINSTR BIOSHAKE 3000-T ELM 4 

30126013 SEGMENT DECK 6 GRIDS MULTI  1 

30046963 SW DRIVER CENTRALISED  1 

30127737 BLOCK ADAPTER PLATE QINSTR 2016 FLAT 4 

30181008 SW INTROSPECT POS  1 

30040380 GRIPPER ECCENTRIC ROMA ASSY  1 

30032028 WASHBLOCK MCA384  1 

30042451 STATION DOCKING FCA FRIPPER 1 
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30042742 SEGMENT MCA 384 DITI ACTIVE LANDSCAPE 2  1 

 Ovládací PC 1 

        
Cena celkem včetně dopravy a instalace 266 038 eur + DPH 
 
 
 
Obchodní podmínky 
 
V ceně je doprava na dohodnutou adresu v ČR, zprovoznění zařízení a zácvik obsluhy. 
Součástí dodávky jsou 2 ovládací PC 
Servis: Zajišťujeme servis ze dvou vlastních autorizovaných servisních center v Praze a v Brně. Technici jsou 
pravidelně školeni a certifikováni u výrobce.  
 
S pozdravem 

 
 

pavel.brichacek
Zvýraznění
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